Preface Preface Preface Preface
The Center for Constitutional Rights is dedicated to advancing and protecting the rights guaranteed by the United States Constitution and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. Founded in 1966 by attorneys who represented civil rights movements in the South, CCR is a non-profit legal and educational organization committed to the creative use of law as a positive force for social change.
CCR uses litigation proactively to empower poor communities and communities of color to guarantee the rights of those with the fewest protections and least access to legal resources and to train the next generation of civil and human rights attorneys.
Formed in order to work hand in hand with people's movements, CCR has lent its expertise and support to a wide range of movements for social justice. We are dedicated to defending the right to political dissent, combating the mass incarceration of both citizens and immigrants, and fighting government abuse of power. We strive to complete the unfinished civil rights movement through targeting racial profiling and other modern day manifestations of racial and economic oppression and through combating discrimination that is based on gender or sexuality.
For decades, CCR has pushed U.S. courts to recognize international human rights and humanitarian protections -and we have had groundbreaking victories that have established the principle of universal jurisdiction in this country and extended human rights standards to abuses committed by corporations and other non-government groups. CCR also, through its web site and through reports like this, works to inform lawyers, policymakers, other organizations and the public about ongoing legal and human rights violations.
healthcare, education, and truly preventing terrorism through safeguarding nuclear material or improving airport screening. In addition, it has encouraged law enforcement agencies to abuse their powers both domestically and internationally, through targeting, torturing and detaining political activists and Muslim and Arab individuals and communities. Death Penalty Act of 1996, the past seven years have seen a wide-scale expansion of the use of "terrorism" descriptions, definitions and charges, particularly justifying repressive measures taken against political activists. The broad definitions of "domestic terrorism" established in the USA PATRIOT Act and "animal enterprise terrorism" established in the AETA have not effectively combated terrorism. They have, however, led to widespread abuse by the Executive and law enforcement agencies, which have used these policies as justification to investigate politically motivated activities that do not resemble terrorism in any way.
The United States government has experimented with similar legislation for more than 200 years, almost always at the expense of constitutional protections and civil liberties. The list includes the Alien and Meanwhile, the FBI also ramped up its surveillance of peaceful protesters under the rubric of its Joint
Terrorism Task The FBI report, released through a Freedom of Information Act request, revealed that the agency planned surveillance of a parking area where attendees of the peaceful demonstration planned to park their cars to carpool to the demonstration, and that the FBI sought and obtained information about a web site promoting the protest, from Nextel. While the report was replete with references to "domestic terrorism," it contained no references to any actual "terrorist" or criminal activity and instead focused on websites promoting a peaceful, legal protest against the War on Iraq. JTTF agents attended protest meetings and collected intelligence on attendees. The use of surveillance against activists is, of course, nothing new. In the wake of COINTELPRO, numerous restrictions were placed on law enforcement surveillance of expressive political activity, due to the extreme threat to privacy and liberty posed by such surveillance. Nevertheless, in the past seven years, the widespread expansion of surveillance and the federalization of such surveillance activity has become a reality in many local communities.
Attacks on Protest Attacks on Protest Attacks on Protest Attacks on Protest
In addition to the surveillance efforts described above, the FBI has engaged with local law enforcement in systematic programs that threaten the right to protest. The Miami protests in 2003 against the Free
Trade Act of the Americas -and the massive police presence and police violence that accompanied those protests -provide a key example of this sort of attack on political expression and protest activity.
When thousands of social justice, labor, human rights and environmental groups and organizers converged in Miami to protest the latest round of negotiations over a so-called "free trade" zone that would be established by the FTAA, they were met by thousands of officers in a militarized-style force in riot gear, in many cases with no identification. Pursuant to a joint operational plan supported by Homeland Security, more than 40 state, local and federal agencies formed the so-called "Miami
Model" of policing mass demonstrations in the U.S. More than 40 law enforcement agencies -local, state and federal -combined in the efforts to constrain the protests in Miami. These agencies effectively swept the streets of all protestors and suspected protestors, violating the First and Fourth Amendments of the Constitution with impunity.
xxiii These agencies engaged in political profiling, the pre-emptive arrests of over 300 people, and intensive surveillance of protest groups and social justice organizations, the results of which were distributed through the Department of Homeland Security to law enforcement agencies across the country. In addition, the collaborative local/state/federal agencies policing the protest itself used a variety of dangerous "less-lethal" weapons against protestors, including batons, pepper spray, tear gas and Tasers, and targeted independent media journalists and legal observers for detention and arrest. We vehemently reject that labeling, as the government attempts to characterize the San Francisco 8 as 'terrorists,' 'criminals,' and 'wanton killers.'" "They will never say the SF8 were political activists and progressive civil/human rights organizers. They will never say they sought to relieve the community of all forms of state sponsored terrorism that is often found in Black, Asian and Latino communities today. They will never admit to the unconstitutional practices of the FBI COINTELPRO activities, despite the 1974 Senate Church Committee findings condemning those practices. Furthermore, they will never seek to establish remedies for those who are victims of the illegal FBI and local police actions under COINTELPRO, and now under the Patriot Act, if we don't demand they do so." The definition of "material support" is broad and fluid, and has been construed to include charity organizations and other entities accused of links to designated organizations. In fact, these material support provisions violate the First Amendment as they criminalize activities like distribution of literature, engaging in political advocacy, participating in peace conferences, training in human rights advocacy, and donating cash and humanitarian assistance, even when this type of support is intended only to promote lawful and non-violent activities.
For example, the Humanitarian Law Project (HLP), which sought to provide training in Gandhian nonviolence to two designated FTOs, was told that this project qualified as "material support" in the eyes of the government. The HLP's challenge to the law has, to date, resulted in the overturning of the act's prohibitions on "expert assistance." xxxvii In the refugee and asylum context, "material support" has been interpreted so broadly that it includes attending a demonstration or even the payment of ransom to designated organizations to free hostages. xxxviii Within the United States, "material support" has been used against a variety of defendants, most of whom faced prosecution based on charitable donations, political advocacy, and other constitutionally protected political work. xli Nevertheless, the government's ability to achieve convictions has been low, even when using such repressive legislation as the material support statute. However, the ripple effects on the community -and not simply the Muslim or Arab community, but all oppressed communities -cannot be understated, when, particularly combined with the upswing in surveillance and the labeling of activists as "terrorists," political and even humanitarian activity becomes a dangerous risk rather than a protected right. It is imperative that in the first 100 days of his administration, the next president take action to restore Constitutional rights and stop the attacks on dissent taking place in the name of "counterterrorism."
The Executive has a record of combating terrorism by undermining constitutional rights and international standards. In the name of the "war on terror," the Executive has actively tortured and abused non-U.S.
citizens, has refused non-U.S. citizens the right to challenge their detention in U.S. courts, has unlawfully wiretapped Americans' phones, and has reinterpreted the Geneva Conventions and international law to the detriment of the American public. These actions have not protected the American people from terrorism. Rather, they have damaged the lives of hundreds of thousands of non-U.S. citizens and have tarnished the United States' moral reputation in the global community.
The U.S. Constitution, domestic criminal law, and international law already provide the government with a plethora of effective tools to investigate potential threats. There is no rationale, then, for Congress or the Executive to pursue unconstitutional avenues such as preventive and indefinite detention, torture and abuse, and unlawful surveillance in the name of combating terrorism.
The Center for Constitutional Rights specifically calls upon the next president to: Under the Bush Administration, these departments have become a fertile ground for new surveillance policies, and a home for politically-based prosecutions. The next president must appoint officials at these departments who will focus on protecting civil rights and civil liberties, rather than devising new mechanisms to undermine them. 3 3 3 3 .
. . . Place a policy priority on strict adherence to surveillance guidelines by Place a policy priority on strict adherence to surveillance guidelines by Place a policy priority on strict adherence to surveillance guidelines by Place a policy priority on strict adherence to surveillance guidelines by the FB the FB the FB the FBI, including official repudiation of racial profiling I, including official repudiation of racial profiling I, including official repudiation of racial profiling I, including official repudiation of racial profiling and any "attorney and any "attorney and any "attorney and any "attorney general guidelines" that allow for the practice. general guidelines" that allow for the practice. general guidelines" that allow for the practice. general guidelines" that allow for the practice.
It must become clear that in the next administration, racial profiling and abusive surveillance will not be targeted, and will, in fact, be punished and prosecuted as violations of civil and individual rights. It is time to make clear that such abuses of basic constitutional and human rights will no longer be condoned and/or promoted by the Executive. The next president can and must take the political lead in opposition to any new legislation that criminalizes protected First Amendment activity. The next president should instead prioritize the promotion of legislation that points the United States in a new direction: a direction where constitutional rights and international standards are not just acknowledged but are restored, where loopholes for Executive abuse of constitutional rights and international standards are closed, and where avenues for accountability for prior government abuse of these rights are increased. The American people do not need an Executive that continues to misuse its authority. Rather, the American people need the Executive and Congress to work together to prohibit unlawful surveillance, stop the use of federal law enforcement against protesters, end the targeting of community organizers, protect the right to dissent and create mechanisms for accountability when laws are violated. The attacks described above are dangerous and inexcusable results of the current "counter-terrorism" policy, and they must be reversed. It is imperative that the next president take action to reverse the current executive's destruction of the United States Constitution by aggressively promoting constitutional rights and international standards.
